Weapons D6 / Spartan Laser
SPARTAN LASER
"It's not overpowered, it's an elegant weapon from a more
civilized age."
-Luke Smith quoting Obi-Wan Kenobi on the lightsaber.
???The Weapon/Anti-Vehicle Model 6 Grindell/Galilean Nonlinear Rifle (abbreviated M6 G/GNR), also
known as the Spartan Laser, is a man-portable directed energy anti-vehicle weapon used by the United
Nations Space Command.
It is the only known battery-powered UNSC weapon, and is the most powerful infantry weapon fielded by
UNSC forces. It is capable of penetrating multiple targets, including tanks, unlike the sniper rifle, which
can only penetrate infantry. It is alternatively known as the Galilean, or, in player lexicon, the "Splaser".
Model: Misriah Armory Model 6 Grindell/Galilean Nonlinear Rifle (M6 G/GNR)
Type: Directed energy weapon
Scale: Character
Skill: Energy Weapons: Spartan Laser
Rate of Fire: 1/2, Delayed (see below)
Ammo: 5 (20% battery power per shot)
Cost: 218,000 cR
Availability: 4, X
Range: 3-40/200/400 (3x zoom, see below)
Damage: 10D/8D
-Blast Radius: 0/2
-Melee: Str+2D Physical (Blunt)
GAME NOTES:
-SMART-LINK SCOPE (3x): This weapon has a smart-link scope built into its frame. ?It requires the use
of a Heads Up Display (HUD) or Command Neural Interface (CNI) ?to use it. ?This scope (which can
look like a small camera built into the frame, or can be built into a scope attached to the body) allows the
user to see at THREE TIMES (3x) the listed range above, provided they spend an action to use the zoom
function. ?If they want to zoom and fire the weapon, these count as two actions, and the attack will be at 1D. ?If the GM requires the user to Search for their target before firing, and they are still doing two
actions, then the Search skill roll will also be -1D. ?The scope can also be used by those with a HUD/CNI
to look around corners with the weapon while the user stays safely behind the corner.
RATE OF FIRE (1/2, delayed): This weapon has a specific rate of fire for how it functions. ?Because of
it's charge time before discharging it's energy beam, the operator will have the last initiative in a combat
round. ?If they are attacked, Dodge, or any other appropriate action to distract them, the weapon's

charging stops and must start again. ?This is the "delayed" portion of the fire rate. ?Further, because of
the time needed to cool down the weapon before it can fire again, the operator must wait a full round
before making another attack with the weapon. ?This is the "1/2" portion, as it operates similar to a
turbolaser weapon from the Star Wars setting.
-HUD: When using a Heads Up Display (HUD) or Command Neural Interface (CNI) to work with this
weapon's electronics suite, the user gains a +1 to their skill when using the weapon. ?This stacks with
any other bonuses, such as modifications to the weapon to increase Fire Control (+1, above), other
equipment, etc. ?These also display various information on the weapon, such as ammo count, targeting
reticule, overheating and other general relevant information.
?- - - - - - - - - BACKGROUND
???The M6 G/GNR was developed as part of Project GUNGNIR, a program designed to provide
supplementary mat?riel for the SPARTAN Program, hence the "SPARTAN Laser" moniker. ?The M6
G/GNR is a man-portable, shoulder-fired, directed energy weapon used by the UNSC. When the trigger
is pulled, a red targeting laser is painted on-target accompanied by an audible whine as the weapon
cycles up. The Spartan Laser will then charge for approximately three seconds before discharging the
main laser. As the Spartan Laser charges, the charging tone gets noticeably louder and increases in
pitch up until the laser is fired. The firing sequence can be aborted without discharging the battery as long
as the weapon is not actually fired; for example, if the target moves out of sight or the operator needs to
displace. The laser is capable of penetrating several enemies or vehicles, and has a small blast radius,
injuring targets within two meters of the point of impact and toppling light vehicles. It enters an
approxiamtely two-second-long standby sequence between shots while it cools.
?? The Spartan Laser is the most expensive small arm known to be produced by the UNSC. It costs
218,000.00 cR, more than the cost of four fully armed Warthogs, 134 MA5B assault rifles, or over 7,266
M9 fragmentation grenades.
OPERATION
Targeting
???When the weapon is equipped, a shroud over the emitting lens of the laser lifts up to expose it,
presumably to protect it from scratches and battle damage when holstered, although the weapon is
shown with the shroud up when it is on a person's back. The shroud can be seen releasing from its
protective state when the weapon is drawn in first person view. A small hydraulic or pneumatic cylinder
on the left side of the shroud actuates the shroud where it is anchored to the chassis of the weapon.
When the trigger is pulled, a harmless red laser sight is projected on the target and a unique targeting
tone is emitted which slowly becomes louder. The Spartan Laser will then charge for four seconds before
firing a red laser beam that usually destroys the target. In the Halo 3 beta, if the reticule was moved while
firing, a scattering of beams would be released, spreading over the targeted area. For the few frames

while the laser is fired, the right targeting stick is disabled. The beam can be strafed, however, over a
larger area if the player is moving while the laser is firing.
?? The Spartan Laser is equipped with a smart-linked Wyrd III optics suite for increased accuracy and is
capable of 3x magnification. Its reticule, whether on 1x or 3x magnifications, features a meter on the right
side showing the charging status of the laser. The tick mark rests at the bottom of the circular shaped
reticule while the laser is dormant, and gradually travels along the reticule's circumference until it reaches
the point of origin, indicating that the laser is currently discharging.
Laser Beam
???Contrary to popular belief, the Spartan Laser is not a one-hit, one-kill weapon. In gameplay, damage
is inflicted on a target by means of multiple, precision strikes from the laser. Instead of what appears to
be one intense, uninterrupted beam of energy, the laser is actually multiple, but smaller, charges of
energy, sent downrange in rapid succession, giving the appearance of a continuous beam. As the laser is
light, there is little chance for escape or evasion before imminent doom. However, it is possible to avoid
complete annihilation by traveling at high speeds or quickly finding some cover, thus avoiding the rest of
the devastating beam. Once the main laser is discharged downrange, the target receives the intense
increase in energy as thermal energy, which then proceeds to impart physical changes upon the target.
With each passing millisecond the target is hit by the main laser, the energy levels rise until they become
intolerable and result in combustion, in the case of vehicles, or death.
?? Under normal circumstances, as long as a direct impact is delivered, one laser shot will destroy any
target. Wraiths cannot simply be fired upon at any location; each has a vulnerable point that must be hit
in order to achieve a catastrophic kill with one shot. The Wraith must be fired upon from the vehicle's
rear, right below the mortar at its power core, or directly aimed at the cockpit. The Scorpion must be hit in
the driver's canopy to kill him or her instantly, though to destroy the tank you must aim for the cannon. It
is powerful enough to make its way through nine Warthogs parked bumper to bumper. It is also highly
effective at destroying Scarabs' leg joints, although The Covenant is the only mission where this can be
done, and it is unlikely the player will keep the Spartan Laser that long into the level without completely
draining its battery.
?? The intense energy of the beam imparts splash damage up to a range of approximately two meters
from the impact point. A careless operator that discharges the laser while too close to any obstacle will
instantly be killed. The beam can also penetrate multiple obstacles and/or targets, provided they are
aligned along a linear trajectory.
?? It is powered by a BA-53635/PLMD non-replaceable battery, which is recharged with a PP-16979/AMSh charger. UNSC logistics, however, are not sufficient for the charger to accompany many M6 G/GNR
units in the field. It would be better to use the weapon when hidden as it takes a long time to charge and
the enemy has a better chance of defending themselves, unless the wielder remains concealed from their
enemy.
ADVANTAGES

???The Spartan Laser is the most powerful small arm in Halo 3, Halo 3: ODST, and Halo: Reach,
combining long range with lethal force. Most destructible vehicles are often destroyed in a single blast,
except in the case of a near miss, in which case the target will still suffer heavy damage. It can also strike
and kill multiple opponents and vehicles if they are lined up correctly.
DISADVANTAGES
???As with all powerful weapons, there are a few disadvantages. The Spartan Laser needs to charge for
three seconds, (four seconds after Title Update 2), before firing, and requires another two to four seconds
to cool down after firing. In Halo 3 and Halo 3: ODST laser uses 20% of its battery's charge per shot,
giving only five shots at most. In Halo: Reach, the weapon uses 25% of its battery power per shot,
allowing a maximum of four shots.
?? The targeting laser may give away the operator's position. If a player sees the targeting beam, they
could possibly dodge the shot, thus wasting valuable battery power, though this is very unlikely, as the
targeting beam is very faint and hard to see in the midst of battle. However, it is possible to hear the laser
if you are near the operator, and can thus enact a countermeasure to prevent the operator from striking.
A point blank shot can cause fatal splash damage to the wielder.
?? Finally, the laser is infamous for the difficulty in aiming the weapon, being nearly impossible for
inexperienced players to engage quick, erratically-moving targets. This is caused by the charging time,
which mandates that the player keep an accurate lock on his or her opponent, lest the laser discharge in
vain.
HALO 3 and HALO 3: ODST
???The weapon is not available in the Halo 3 campaign until the level The Covenant, in which John-117
begins the level armed with the Spartan Laser. There is another Spartan Laser lying nearby on the
ground near the Pelican, presumably dropped by a Marine when it was shot down. The M6 is the only
weapon able to harm 343 Guilty Spark on the final level of Halo 3, with the exception of the Fuel Rod
Gun and Rocket Launcher, through a glitch.
?? In Halo 3 Multiplayer, killing another player with the Spartan Laser awards the Laser Kill Medal. The
achievement "Two for One" is unlocked by scoring a double kill with a single laser shot in any ranked freefor-all playlist.
?? In Halo 3: ODST, the weapon appears in the levels Uplift Reserve, Kizingo Boulevard, ONI Alpha Site,
NMPD HQ, and Coastal Highway, usually in hands of Dutch, as well as in all Firefight maps. The weapon
charges slightly faster than in Halo 3.
CHANGES FROM HALO 3 and HALO 3: ODST to HALO: REACH
-The Spartan Laser has a slightly altered form factor, a darker color scheme, a different charging

animation, and a thermal display attached to the side. The weapon depletes a quarter of the battery's
charge per shot, meaning it only has four shots, decreased from five in Halo 3 and Halo 3: ODST .
-The Spartan Laser has a longer forward grip, with less space between it and the trigger than in Halo 3,
making it appear that there is not enough space for the forward grip to fold up when not in use.
-When the weapon is charged, instead of one icon moving down on the side of the reticule, two icons
move toward each other.
-The Spartan Laser takes two and a half seconds to charge, down from four seconds in Halo 3.
HALO WARS
-In the campaign, Jerome-092 and two of the members of Team Omega are armed with Spartan Lasers.
-In skirmish and multiplayer, the Spartan Laser is the final upgrade available to SPARTANs.
-The Sparrowhawk is equipped with a chin-mounted Spartan Laser.
TRIVIA
-As a reference to its development program, the side of the weapon has the Norse symbol for Gungnir
etched into it, which was the mythical spear wielded by the god Odin in Norse Mythology. Gungnir was
described as having the ability to always hit its mark. Part of the mythology is that Odin would hurl his
spear over the doomed side of a battle. The word "Galilean" is also printed on the side of the weapon.
-The Spartan Laser's beam seems to trail off forever when fired into the sky, very much like the Sentinel
Beam. The beam of both weapons does end, however, usually at the invisible walls of the playing area.
The laser beam on Sandtrap covers over 75% of the width of the area when fired at a 45 degree angle.
-It is unclear what kind of energy is fired from the M6, while some have suggested that it fires a chemical
laser; however, a gas or chemical laser does not produce a powerful energy output, and also require
large amounts of highly volatile and toxic chemicals to function, which are expended as the weapon fires.
The weapon seems to be only powered by a rechargeable battery pack, hinting that it may be a SolidState Laser or Free Electron Laser, which does not require a constant source of a chemical gain medium.
-Luke Smith's comment: "It's not overpowered, it's an elegant weapon from a more civilized age," is a
reference to Star Wars' lightsabers, described as such by Obi-Wan Kenobi.
-In The Package, the Spartan Laser is shown to be able to deflect an energy sword and is, in that
instance, dual wielded with an SMG.
-In The Package, after Frederic-104 fires his Spartan Laser twice, his HUD shows its battery has 80% of
its power left, meaning his Spartan Laser has only expended 10% of its power with each shot. However,
in Halo 3 and Halo 3: ODST and Halo: Reach, the Spartan Laser uses 20% and 25% of its battery with
each shot respectively.
When the player picks up a Spartan Laser that has a battery percentage that does not divide by 20
evenly, he will be able to fire a 20% powered laser and another shot after that with the remaining charge.
-As with all battery weapons, a weapon with low power that is dropped on the ground when its AI
operator is killed will be assigned a random power level between 60% and 70%.
OTHER INFO
Production Information:
-Manufacturer: Misriah Armory
-Model: Model 6 Grindell/Galilean Nonlinear Rifle (M6 G/GNR)
-Type: Directed energy weapon

-Cost: 218,000.00 cR
Technical Specifications:
-Size
--Length: 98.7cm/38.8" (overall)
--Mass: 19.07kg/42lb (empty); 20.4kg/45lb (loaded)
-Magazine Size: 100 battery units (100%)
-Maximim Ammunition: 5 shots (Halo 3, Halo 3: ODST); 4 shots (Halo: Reach)
-Fire Mode: Charged, single shot
-Ammunition Type: Battery cells
-Operation: Directed energy
-Rate of Fire: Very slow, 5 second minimum between shots
-Muzzle Velocity: C, 299,792,458 meters/second
-Accuracy: Pinpoint
-Range: Long
Usage:
-Eras: Human-Covenant War
-Affiliation: United Nations Space Command
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